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Foreword
Our intention with this exhibition is to present a group of artists who engage with the traditions of still life painting, but do not succumb to the more decorative tendencies of the genre. Still Life painting, at its best, is far more than a pretty arrangement of colours and shapes. The role of an artist is not to simply transcribe, but to interpret and imbue subject matter with a wider meaning. This could be something intensely personal. The objects depicted may act as metaphor for a time or state of being that has a particular relevance to the artist.
The subject matter could also be used to highlight social or political themes in a more oblique manner, forcing the viewer to examine the theme more closely.
Finally the still life can also offer solutions to the more philosophical questions surrounding painting, principally the examination of the boundaries between figurative and abstract art, but also the central question of what we are actually viewing (a collection of objects, or a painting which is an object in its own right).
We are very fortunate to work with a number of artists at Waterhouse & Dodd who are highly original still life painters, and we welcome a number of artists new to the gallery who add something original and interesting to the genre. We have deliberately chosen a wide range of artists from emerging figures to very established artists. Indeed I think every decade is represented in the birth years of our artists from the 1930s to the 1980s.
Our principle restriction, aside from the obvious one of subject matter, is the use of more traditional media. A more wide ranging survey would require a far larger space.
We hope you take the time to visit what will be our last exhibition at our Cork Street Gallery before our relocation to Albemarle Street. We feel this show is a fitting send off to the space that has seen so many successful exhibitions over the last 12 years. It is Chamberlain's desire to encourage viewers of his paintings to reconsider conventional notions of beauty by choosing subject matter that is often ignored or over-looked. Gunderson's paintings are created entirely using black oil paint. Over the past eighteen years she has perfected a technique whereby pictorial illusions result from white light reflected off the raised edges of varied brushstrokes. Using this technique, she produces a dazzling range of work from portraits to landscapes and the haunting seascapes which Waterhouse & Dodd have exhibited to great success in America.
Jamie Anderson
KAREN GUNDERSON
Discussing her still life paintings, Donald Kuspit remarks: "Precious, idiosyncratic, and exciting, Gunderson's flowers shine with a life all the more radiant because it grows in the infinite black."
CLAIRE JARVIS English Born 1983
Untitled Oil on canvas 12 x 9.5 in / 30 x 24 cm Claire Jarvis studied at the Royal College of Art in London where she was awarded The Stanley Smith Scholarship. Claire's works feature familiar and domestic scenes painted with an intense realism. Claire portrays objects in intricate detail within compositions that are always highly symbolic. Claire's technical ability is no more apparent than in her rendering of challenging surfaces, not least the depicting of tin foil displayed opposite. Claire has had a solo exhibition at Waterhouse & Dodd (2011) .
Drawing on the experiences and memory of everyday surroundings Claire alters their original context to create a world where all is not as it appears to be. Claire carefully places the objects she is depicting in unusual configurations or with odd juxtapositions to create a jarring and surreal scene. In the untitled work opposite, the banal objects (food packaging in this instance) become strange anthropomorphic forms. Often objects staged within these scenes are highly symbolic of her curiosity for very primal human functions (food, sex, hygiene, birth and death). 
'First
Step' depicts a Victorian high chair which has been painted across a set of 9 display drawers. These mahogany drawers were made by the famous cabinet makers Holland & Sons of Mount Street. They were made specifically for the Victoria & Albert Museum to display antique textile samples. Their museum labels have been carefully preserved within the piece and are testaments to their past. The child's high chair (a family piece) is imbued with potential and questions what we take from our past into the future and how our future generations might be shaped. Michael Taylor was born in Sussex and studied at the Worthing School of Art (1969-70) and Goldsmiths School of Art (1970-73) . He has received many awards for his paintings and undertaken a number of important portrait commissions. Three of his portraits are in the National Portrait Gallery, London: portraits of the musician Julian Bream, the composer Sir John Tavener, and the writer P D James, Baroness James of Holland Park. In 2012 the NPG acquired a pencil Self Portrait of the artist, which at the time of writing (April 2013) is on public display. Michael has had two solo exhibitions at Waterhouse & Dodd (2006 & 2010 .
BRIAN SAYERS
The artist says of his work, "I see this as a life-long process, involving as it does contemplation, reflection and production" His chosen way of working inevitably leads to a certain complexity of content that only reveals itself with time and familiarity. As Mary Rose 
